Restorative neurology: consideration of the new anatomy and physiology of the injured nervous system.
The adult human nervous system is an incredibly complex set of thousands to tens of thousands of connections between a hundred billion neurons that develops via an intricate spatial-temporal process and is shaped by experience. In addition, any one anatomical arrangement of neural circuits is usually capable of multiple physiological states. Following neurological injury, a new anatomy, and consequently a new spectrum of physiology, emerges within this nervous system with its mix of both injured and uninjured parts. It is this new combination of neural components that determines the extent to which natural functional recovery can occur and the extent to which clinical interventions can further that recovery. Detecting the new anatomy and physiology of the injured human nervous system is difficult but not impossible and some methods can track over time changes in neural structure or, more often, functions that correlate with neurological improvement. The goal of restorative neurology is to make best use of this new anatomy and physiology to facilitate neurological recovery. While we are still learning about how neurorehabilitation interventions generate functional recovery, we can begin to test hypothesis regarding the underlying mechanisms of neural plasticity and attempt to augment those processes.